Speaking for Informal Interaction

Description:
This course is designed to equip students to speak English at elementary-intermediate level of informal English for daily routines, small conversation, informal meeting and gathering, and other daily basis communication as well as to ask and answer informal questions. The course also provides wide exposure to the use of technology, such as social media, players and applications for the sake of quality communication. Awareness to respect others, cultural values, and environment is juxtaposed to shape students’ attitude to be a better globalized citizen.

Material:
1. Introducing self, friend and others
2. Telling experiences
3. Performing simple art products, such as poem, song, or short drama script
4. Discussing problems in the neighborhood, influential people in the neighborhood and community service agenda
5. Describing friends and family relation in casual occasion
6. Explaining topics and content of small talks occurred during family gathering, such as breakfast/lunch/dinner time
7. Commenting on social media and having casual discussion with peers
8. Having casual conversation with various guests on wedding or birthday events
9. Generating discussion on factual talk from current international news and commenting on them
10. Planning activities during leisure time
11. Grapevine: making information communication network in a campus organization
12. Designing final project